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The private aviation company's  new partnerships  offer members  of Jet Card-holding and Aircraft-owning s tatus  elite accommodations  at global
locations . Image credit: Jet Linx
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Private aviation firm Jet Linx is enhancing its Elevated Lifestyle Preferred Hotel Program.

The addition of Ambiente, a landscape property in Sedona, Arizona, the Grand Hotel Excelsior Vittoria, a seaside
stay in the Gulf of Naples, Italy and The Ranch, a fitness, health and wellness retreat with three newly-recruited
locations worldwide, brings five new offerings to the company's hotel partner portfolio. Lending members
unparalleled access to the finest accommodations, plus a dedicated Elevated Lifestyle Preferred Hotel Concierge
team for seamless, complimentary bookings, Jet Linx's program currently provides clients with complimentary
upgrades, exclusive rates, extra amenities and assistance at 85 partnering hotels around the globe.

"The continued growth of the Elevated Lifestyle Preferred Hotel Program comes as part of our Five-Star promise to
our Jet Card Members and Aircraft Owners," said Jamie Walker, president and CEO of Jet Linx, in a statement.

"Refining and improving offerings and experiences beyond the tarmac comes as part of the elevated experience
that Jet Linx provides, and our plane-to-pillow hotel program remains completely unique within the private aviation
industry."

Working worldwide
Launched in 2020, Jet Linx's member-exclusive program, of which the new hotels are now a part, spans 20 countries.
From the desert of Arizona to the seaside of Naples, Italy, the announcement opens up new destinations for the Jet
Linx community.

Sedona's Ambiente property is an eco-hotel. With three acres of red-rock views and Coconino National Forest land,
as well as farm-to-table dining, guests can enjoy immersive experiences in nature.

The hotel's rooms feature floor-to-ceiling amber-colored glass, mimicking the Arizonan sunsets from the inside.
Externally, a private trailhead to 200 miles of forested paths exists nearby.
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Catering to fans  of the outdoors  and relaxation alike, the Ambiente presents  a s lower-paced vacation option. Image credit: Jet Linx

On an international basis, Jet Linx clients can now take in views of the famed Mount Vesuvius and peer out over the
Bay of Naples from The Grand Hotel Excelsior Vittoria. The property itself boasts a five-acre garden and citrus
orchard, a boutique spa and outdoor swimming pool, and, among other things, close connections to the much
sought-after Amalfi Coast, as well as historic archaeological sites of Pompeii.

In alignment with rising demand for wellness-centric high-end hospitality opportunities (see story), Jet Linx's The
Elevated Lifestyle Preferred Hotel Program now also encompasses a trio of wellness lodgings from The Ranch, a
fitness retreat entity.

Locations include The Ranch Malibu in California and The Ranch Italy at Palazzo Fiuggi in Fiuggi, Italy each
respective location has a limited capacity of 25 guests, tailoring experiences for travelers desiring a health-
conscious getaway.

Spark some Spring Break travel inspiration with Jet Linx! Where have you gone or where are
you headed? Plan your next escape with our Elevated Lifestyle Trip Planner:
https://t.co/Ze3ayHjsoS #YourPersonalJetCompany pic.twitter.com/RpfCkcWfHR

Jet Linx Aviation (@JetLinxAviation) March 13, 2023

The Ranch Hudson Valley is also to be opened in the fall of 2023 and will be listed among Jet Linx's offerings.

"These stunning properties exemplify ultra-luxury service, offer world-class amenities, and provide exceptional
experiences in truly unique settings, like Jet Linx," said Christof Pignet, vice president of client experience at Jet
Linx, in a statement.

"It is  an honor and privilege to welcome all aboard our Elevated Lifestyle Preferred Hotel Program, and we are
looking forward to finding ways to surprise and delight our mutual clients, together."
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